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Zipf's Law & Related Literature rank · size = c ⇒ log(rank) + log(size) = log c. The city-size distribution has a fat tail. Gaussian distribution cannot explain C-S dist. 20-80 rule: upper 20% explains 80% of the total. . Commodity market clearance.
a + (S i,t ) = positive externality, S i,t = population, and L i,t = labor supply.
4
Housing market clearance.
5
Labor market clearance. 
and thus we obtain Gibrat's law: Proportional stochastic growth ⇒ lognormal distribution.
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Motivation
Consumers don't want to move to highest productivity city (or all want to move to one place) due to a negative congestion externality on the consumer side of the model. Local gov't might fake the state to extract more money from the federal gov't.
There is no local gov't in the model. The state is known to everyone before they make location decisions.
3
Time inconsistency
We assume the commitment on the part of consumers: One-period commitment for insurance markets. Longer periods of commitment for self insurance. So, consumers stay put by hedging the risk with insurance instead of relocation. We need a more drastic shock to observe consumer movement.
What kind?
In each industry, only the city with the best technology survives. 
Technology: y ijt = A ijt l ijt
No city can host multiple industries at one time.
A "city" is defined by a set of firms who experience a common technological shock.
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Consumer solves
Profit maximization implies
All in all,
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Fisher-Tippett Theorem
Fisher-Tippett Theorem
Let {x i } denote a sequence of random variables. Maximum value x * := max{x i } has the distribution function of the form In our model, for Technological development is path dependent. Cities located near the current city in production are more likely to innovate.
Modern version of Fisher-Tippett theorem allows the above scenarios.
We just need stationarity and asymptotic block independency.
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Our result (GEV) Estimates maximize likelihood function (MLE).
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic := sup l {Empirical CDF(l)−Estimated CDF(l)}.
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Conclusions and Extension
Extension 1 Does the model explain other phenomena (rent, wages, prices) in a consistent manner? In particular, if land is added to the model, although equilibrium utility will be equal across location, both wage and land rent can differ across locations.
2
Empirical investigation of substitutability between insurance and migration. 
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